Jokey Seal Tainer
Freshness can be this light.
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The champion in its weight class.
The lighter they come, the more sustainable they are:
The JST reduces the amount of material used,
produces lower CO² emissions when transported and
decreases disposal fees. At the same time the JST is
more stable and robust than other ultra-light buckets.
Its slender handle enables medium filling weights to
be transported reliably, ergonomically and conveniently.
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Mail sales@jokey.com

The Jokey Seal Tainer as a square bucket.
The JSTQ offers a lot of room for your product and its
message. It makes ideal use of the space on the pallet
and on the shelf. Its square side walls offer a perfect
even area for your brand message.
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For technical details, please request our »Technical Data Sheets«.

The ultra-light containers
with the peel-film edge.

Decoration options
The bucket can be printed and enhanced using all decoration
processes: from the convenient offset method to brilliant In-Mould

Broad edge for peel films
The broad container edge permits it to be sealed using
peel film.

Labelling – through to sensory effects and watermarks for digital
interaction with mobile terminals.

Kitchen professional with freshness seal.
The new Jokey Seal Tainer is tailored precisely to the
needs of your bulk consumers. The ultra-light container has a widened edge to which a peel-off sealing
film can be attached. The film protects your product
and ensures trust on the part of the user.

Freshness seal with convenience factor
The film protects your product and ensures trust on the
part of the user. It is quick and simple to peel off completely without using a tool.
Ultra-lightweight
As a bucket of the category UL, the JST consumes fewer
resources and generates lower CO2 emissions when
transported, and also reduces disposal fees.

Quick, reliable – and so easy.
Where sealing films previously had to be cut open
with a knife, the Jokey Seal Tainer now offers welcome user convenience - the peel film can be quickly
and easily opened and pulled off without any tool.
There is no danger of injury, and the kitchen staff
saves valuable time.
Sustainable subsequent use.
The film can be removed completely, leaving no residue on the edge. Once the JSL’s contents have been
used, the container can be employed as a practical
storage bucket.

Stable and robust

Feather-light handle

Thanks to its innovative design, the Jokey Seal Tainer is

Thin and yet extremely strong - the tried and tested Jokey

more robust and reliable to transport than comparable

patent handle has a high vertical and horizontal load-bearing

light containers.

capacity. It can be coloured separately using the two-component process.

